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‘70 Weeks have been decreed for your People and your Holy City, to Finish the Transgression,
to Make an End of Sin, to Make Atonement for Iniquity, to bring in Everlasting Righteousness, to
Seal-Up Vision and Prophecy and to Anoint the most Holy Place.’ -Daniel 9:24

The purpose of this study is to go over the famous Prophecy of Daniel concerning the
End of Days, specifically to when the 70th Week of Years is to conclude. A summary of
this Prophecy will be given and then one will consider the Mathematical Calculation of
when that 70th Week is to start, perhaps. The book of Daniel and especially the verses
concerning the coming of the Jewish Messiah are not considered ‘Authoritative’ to the
Rabbinical Ruling Leaders of Israel. It is much the case with the ‘Messianic Messages’
found in other parts of the Old Testament, the Torah like in Isaiah 53, Psalms 22, etc.
What this study will seek to bring-out, is that the foundational Verse with a 7-Fold list of
conditions given to the Prophet Daniel specifically deals 1st with ‘His People’, and then
the entire World. For the Jews, that meant the Last Tribe that was left at the time of the
Babylonian Captivity. However, the 2nd portion shifts to the consummation of how
Prophecy and Visions themselves will be concluded with the resolution and completion
of the 70th Week. The point is that it will both convergence in tandem at the of Jesus’ 2nd
Coming. Why? It is only at that time can such proclamations be fulfilled, as in ending
Prophecy. there will be no more need of such elements thereafter.
.
It will be a time when Jesus will be Anointed King and LORD during the Millennial
Kingdom as that is what will proceed right after the conclusion of the 70th Week. Why it
is important to consider Daniel’s Calculation of when the Messiah was to come on the
Scene, is that perhaps such a Prophetic Template could also suggest when the
AntiChrist ‘Beast’ is to come on the Scene as well. It is because this 70th Week will be
directly connection to the Last ‘Beast’ World Empire. This will correspond to the 10-Toe
Confederation of World Powers. This is why, based on Current Geo-Political events in
the Middle East, the suggested Timeline of a 2025 Start Date seems a bit off then.
As the Luciferian Elites have stated, ‘Never let a Good Crisis go to waste’. With their
COVID Plandemic, it has fostered such an acceleration of their Agenda like no other
Hegelian Dialect could have. Many in the End Times Watching Community are
convinced that at no other time in Human History have the Prophetic Pieces come
together, so fast to start the Last Week of Years, the 70th one per Daniel. To this end,
the following will be the outline or summary of what is Daniel’s 70th Week and how that
will play in the scheduling the of the Pre-Tribulation Rapture that has to occur 1st .

What is the 70th Week Prophecy?
During the Babylonian Captivity, a young Judean Man named Daniel and 3 of his
companions were forced-marched to Babylon. He along with countless others that
survive the Divine Judgment of YHVH for Judah’s sins became enslaved much like
Joseph was in Egypt. This Captivity at the hands of Israel’s Enemies was the occasion
for YHVH to disclose to Daniel the Divine Blueprint of how the World would ‘End’, at
least in regard to the 6000-Year to Day Prophetic Template of Human History. Daniel
received the interpretation of the Vision YHVH gave to the then King of Babylon,
Nebuchadnezzar in a Dream.
The vision corresponded to a 4-Fold type of Metal form of a Man. Each of the 4 Metals
corresponded to World Empires that would rule over Israel and persecute them And
such ‘Beasts’ would be used in the Disciple, but also the Restoration and
Reconstitution of Israel. Later on, these same 4 Metal Elements would correspond to 4
‘Beasts’. It is the 4th Beast, Rome that would have the longest lifespan and a Final
Rendition that would end with the 10-Toe Confederation. And? It would be at this place
and time, that from among them, the ‘Beast’ or the AntiChrist ‘Horn’ would arise from.
And this is the point. The World at this stage of the induced Mass Psyches through their
COVID Plandemic, necessitates a World Response and thus a World Leader.
This is exactly what Prince Charles disclosed at the 2021 COP26 World Climate
Change Summit. The World now is ready, at least in their eyes and calculations to have
‘Him’ be Debuted. He will have ‘Trillions’ at ‘Hist’ disposal, far beyond the GDP’s of
Nations. And that ‘He’ will have the wherewithal to lead the entire World that no mere
‘Human’ can or could do. No other Generation could this have been stated publicly.
Why not? Because it was not possible, largely due to the lack of Technology or a
Universal Existential Threat, i.e., COVID. So, the 70 Weeks of Daniel, was a message
delivered to Daniel from YHVH, through the Arch-Angel Gabriel.
It took 21 Days for the Angel to battle his way to Earth as the Princes of the Air, the
Spiritual Authorities and Strongholds attempted to impede this Message. Why? This
Message contained the exact Mathematical Calculation of when the Promised Messiah
was to present Himself to be ‘Cut Off’ or die. The message contained a Blueprint for
who was going to Rule the World right down to the return of Jesus at His 2 nd Coming.
To reiterate, the 1st portion concerned Daniel’s People, the Jews, and Holy City,
Jerusalem and the Temple. It is the Angel Gabriel that then informs Daniel that there
are to be 70 Weeks of Years or 490-Years until the Messianic Age commences.
However, that the coming of their Messiah the Prince would have to be killed or ‘Cutoff’,
but not for Himself. This is speaking of Jesus’ Atoning Work at the Cross of Calvary.
Thus, based on this Mathematical Calculation, the Cutting-Off would correspond
precisely to a Year and even Day, 32 AD, April 9th. This was the Eve of the Sabbath to
follow wherein Jesus rode into Jerusalem on a Donkey as the Kings of Israel did and
was a Sign in itself from the Torah. This Triumphal Entry corresponded then with the
close of 69 Weeks or (69 Weeks x 7 Sabbaths) or 483 years. The issue is, what was the
Starting Year? This is the Key.

What Are Weeks of Years?
There are differing opinions as to when was the Start Year. But one contends that it was
from the Command of the King of Persia, Artaxerxes, the Son of Artaxerxes and Ruth,
who gave word to Nehemiah to first, rebuild the Walls and Gates of Jerusalem. On an
aside note, consider that Nehemiah and Zerubbabel first reconstructed and rededicated
the Altar of Sacrifice. A Temple is not necessarily required for the Daily Sacrifices to
commence. The House of YHVH is for the ‘Prayer for all the Nations’ and to house the
Ark of the Covenant. Realize that in December 10, 2018, the reconstituted Sanhedrin in
Israel dedicated this Altar of Sacrifice. This occurred amazingly, exactly 70 Years after
Israel was ‘Reborn’ in 1948 as if from Babylon, only this time from the Roman Diaspora.
The Jewish Elders knew that the ‘killing’ of Messiah the Prince, had to occur at the end
of the 69th Week or the 483rd Year and before the Temple was to be destroyed.
This Year was 32 AD as corroborated by the Essene Calendar and understanding. The
Jewish Religious Leaders also knew that after the Messiah the Prince would be killed,
the Temple and Jerusalem would be destroyed. This is another Prophetic Sign and
Time Marker in that the Messiah had to appear on the Scene to National Israel before
the destruction of their Temple in 70 AD. This is why they did not and do not want the
Average Jewish person to read, study and understand such books like Daniel and
passages in Isaiah. If the Jewish People would understand en masse, the Elders of Zion
would be found out as Deceivers and all that was accused of them by Jesus.
Furthermore, the Prophecy if amazingly accurate in that all 3 Factors presented to
Daniel, the Nation, City and Temple would be completely destroyed by a Group of
People, the Descendants of another ‘Prince’, who was to come also. A ‘Roman’.
Here, one can see how the Prophecy of the 70 Weeks of Years had multiple layers. And
how that another ‘Prince’ would be coming from the Romans at the ‘End’ also. And
more astonishing, how this now links the Future Prince or AntiChrist to the Roman
Empire 4th Beast. This is to say that the coming False Jewish Messiah, although coming
from what is now the former Roman Empire will nonetheless have to be Jewish. And not
only that but from the Royal House of David and be a Blood Descendent. And with
modern DNA Markers identifiable, it is possible now to have that be determined. The
69th Week closes with Messiah the Prince being ‘Cutoff’, but the 70th Week is not yet
completed. There has been a ‘Gap’. Why? The Church Age. Since National Israel
rejected their Messiah, Jesus took opportunity to sideline Israel and Graft-In the
Gentiles to the same Covenant or Promise given to Abraham. But until a certain time.
Moreover, this particular Dispensation of Grace would be marked as unique in that GOD
the Holy Spirit would be sent to indwell the Followers and Believers of Jesus during this
time. This occurred in 32 AD also ‘When Pentecost fully came’. And that no Ceremonial
or Ecclesiastical Daily Sacrifices were to be required as Jesus was that Final Passover
lamb. And that, the Body of Christ would act as the Restraining Force on Earth against
all-out Evil and the Plans of Lucifer to defeat and/or destroy the Church Witness. And
what is astonishing, is that Jesus gave His Power and Authority to the Church to
become not only His ‘Bride’, Metaphorically but to enable her to complete His Royal
Commission to take the Gospel of Grace to the very End of the Age, the Church Age.

Triumphant Entry
So, the Year 32 AD is the Key and Pentecost to know what Year and Feast the Church
Age will conclude, perhaps. This is why the Bride of Christ cannot overlap during the
Tribulation Period. The 70th Week of Years is what Israel still owes YHVH, not the
Church. The Tribulation Period will converge to fulfill the 2 portions of the Prophecy at
the 2nd Coming of Jesus with the Bride. So why the Gap between the 69 th and the 70th
Weeks? For the reasons mentioned already, the main reason was that the ‘Cutting-Off’
of the Messiah stopped the ‘Prophetic Clock. Thus, before it is to be ‘Restarted’, the
Church Age ‘Clock’ must end 1st. The ‘Alarm’ sounding-off to complete the Church Age
will be the occasion for the Resurrection and Rapture event to take place first.
This is why the remaining time has to be a 1 Sabbatical Cycle of 7-Years and it has to
start on a synchronized Cycle that can only start a 7-Year Cycle. So, when will this 7Year Period begin? One contends that it starts, not with the Rapture event, nor with the
‘Confirming of the Covenant’ event either. It will have to do with future Major War
between Israel and its Inner-Circle of Muslim Enemies. The Muslims will be defeated.
And who comes in at that point on the scene? The Jewish False Messiah. It will be this
‘Beast’ that will ‘Promise’ to secure Israel’s ‘Peace and Security’ for a 7-Year Contract.
The jubilation will galvanize the Jewish Nation to elect to rebuild their 3rd Temple.
The excuse will be to have it be as a ‘Tower’ or House of Prayer for ‘World Peace’ to
center around the reconstituted the Daily Sacrifice. So, now as to the Daniel’s
Mathematical Calculations. How does one arrive at the year 32 AD? The year 32 AD, as
one purposes was the year of Jesus’ Death, Burial and Resurrection, and start of the
Church Age. Thus, will it be tied to 2032, then -7 Years = 2025? What many have
sensed is that the Metaphor for when the Bride will hear the ‘Call’ to Come-Out’ of this
World, as in the Exodus for the Promised Land will boil-down to the Babies. How so?
Realize that the Last Straw YHVH endured of the World’s ‘God’, the Mighty Pharaoh
‘Beast’ type was how finally the Enemy, the AntiChrist Spirit and King at that time,
forced YHVH’s Hand of Deliverance. It would come down to the Pharaoh's Decree to kill
all the 1st Born’s of the GOD’s People. And? It is the 1st Born’s that belong to YHVH.
This is when the Enemy over-stepped the Proverbial Line as it might very well be now
the case at the end of the Church Age. How so? It will turn out, that the Babies will be
forced to take the COVID Kill Shots. And once the Mandate comes down, it will take,
say 4-6 months to implement; just in time for, around Pentecost of 2022, no?
That will remain to be seen. After all, the 'Rapture' Picture in that case took place at
Passover, to the very Day as with Daniel’s Prophecies. Here below is the Mathematical
Calculation on why 32 AD was indeed the Year that Jesus rode in 4 Days prior, to the
Day in Jerusalem. This is per Daniel’s Prophecy based on the Edict of 445 BC. Why 4
Days? This is the period of ‘Time’ the High Priest of Israel and the People had to
‘examine’ the Sacrificial Lamb. Then 4 Days later, Passover. This meant that 4 Days
prior to April 14, 32 AD was April 10, 32 AD. Then consider that the 10 th was a
Saturday, a Sabbath, not a ‘Palm Sunday’. The following is Daniel’s Calculation. This is
considered Daniel’s 70th Week of Years’ Mathematical Calculation.

Daniel 9:26-29
March 14, 445 BC = Nisan 1
Command to Rebuilt Jerusalem
Royal Observatory Decree calculated the Day was Nisan 1 of March 14 BC.
But there is a 3 Day discrepancy based on one’s own calculations.
Start of Daniel’s 70th Week = 70 x 7 Sabbaths = 490 Years
When was the ‘Cutting Off’ of Messiah, to have Died?
@ the 62nd Weeks or Sabbaths = 432 Years
Then 69 Weeks x 7s of Years or 483 Years @ 360 Days = 173,880 Days
March 14, 445 BC + 178,880 Days = April 6, 32 AD

Take note though that there were 4 Different Commands given ‘To Restore’. One’s
calculation has a 3-Day Discrepancy. Based on the Spring Equinox of that Year, 32 AS,
it would have been more precisely on
April 9, 32 AD

This Day was the Eve of the 10th, being the required time where the Sacrificial Passover
Lamb would be residing in the Homes of the Israelites and then examined by the High
Priest for a period of 4 Days. Meaning, again that the Triumphal Entry was on a
Saturday. Nonetheless, one has to also consider the Prophetic Template given by the
Apostle Peter that, ‘1 Day = 1000 Years’. Then if, from the Death of Jesus when the
Church Age Dispensation began to when it will perhaps ‘End’ is as follows based on 3Days = 3 Year Pattern extrapolated.
32 AD + 2000 Years or 2 Days = 2032 - 7 Year Tribulation = 2025
3-year Gap to set up New World Order = 2022?

One calculation thus points to 2025 to suggests that it means that it is the Year of the
start of the Tribulation Period. This Timeline and Year is also in line with the Research
and Studies of Ken Johnson based on the Essene Calendar and understanding. Now,
as there was ‘overlap’ between the Dispensation of the Law and then the Church Age
Starting in 32 AD, it was not until the destruction of the Temple that the Daily Sacrifices
ceased in 70 AD.
And why is this important to note? Consider that such Daily Sacrifices became
‘blasphemous’ as the True Passover Lamb, back in 32 AD had, once and for all fulfilled
and satisfied the Daily Offering for Sin and the Vail of the Temple was rent. This Meant
that no more Dailly Sacrifices needed to be made. Thus, one can argue that such a
similar Prophetic Overlap is currently in play. How so? Consider that the Nation of Israel
has been reconstituted since 1947, technically with the U.N. Resolution.

Although there is no Temple nor Daily Sacrifices yet, the overlap will be temporal.
It has already been going-on more than 73 years now. The one prior from 32 AD to 70
AD was only 38 Years. It has nearly reached twice as long in its overlap presently. This
is why the Fig Tree Generation if it goes past 2025, will not fulfill the Psalm 90 Pattern. If
2025 is the start of the Tribulation Period, it has a 5 Year discrepancy that does not
connect or associate the Years with Israel’s ‘Rebirth’.
2025 - 80 Years = 1945
2025 - 70 Years = 1955

What this could suggest is that a ‘Gap of Time’ will ensue after the Rapture Event. This
Prophetic Transition will require time to set-up the reconstitution of the 3rd Temple and
the Daily Sacrifices. It might very well suggest that indeed, 2025 may be the year that
the Tribulation Period then would start. But also realize that this Timeline interpretation
does not follow or come into sync with the Sabbath Cycles of Years Theory. Based on
Educated and Mathematic best calculations, the next 7-Year Sabbath Cycle is from Fall
of 2022 to Fall of 2029 that one then contents will correspond to the 70th Sabbath Cycle
of Time.
This could very well be the Tribulation Period, the Time of Jacob’s Trouble and Daniel’s
last Week of Years to conclude all portions of the Prophecy given to him. Now this
2022-29 Timeline would put the year 2025-26 then at the Middle of the Tribulation
Period and when the Daily Sacrifices would cease by order of the 1st ‘Beast’ who
commenced them, the AntiChrist. This is the Personage, that the Bible teaches will
actually be the False Messiah whom the Religious Leaders on behalf of all Israel will
accept and proclaim. Seeing how fast Technology and Geo-Political events are
occurring nowadays, such a Gap of Transformation would not require Years but
months.
It is believed that the 3rd Temple can be assembled rapidly if it is indeed pre-fabricated.
Thanks to decades of research, practice, many Israeli Organizations such as the
Temple Institute have practically resurrected the Temple and its Sacrificial Ordinances.
It is believed that the Temple is pre-fabricated and just will need to be assembled, etc.
All that is needed is for their Messiah to be Debuted and lead Israel to the re-dedication
of the Temple, much like the Maccabees did during Hanukah. This will happen, but
once the Bride of Christ is removed from off Planet Earth. Why?
It will be from that time forward, the 70th Week of Daniel that Jesus from Heaven, as
witnessed by the Bride of Christ, will start then to break the 7-Fold Seal Judgment.
These Seal Judgments will start with the 1st Seal. And what will the outcome be? The
Rider on the White Horse, the Beast AntiChrist that will conquer the World with ‘Peace
and Security’. This will begin the Judgments to be administered against Israel, the
World and Lucifer to fulfill all the stipulations of what was revealed to Daniel with the
convergence of events that will be concluded at Jesus’ 2nd Coming.
__________________________
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